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MINIATURE COMMUNICATIONS GATEWAY FOR HEAD MOUNTED
DISPLAY

RELATED APPLICATION

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No.

61/384,508, filed on September 20, 2010. The entire teachings of the above

application(s) are incorporated herein by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to configurations for a head mounted display

or other video eyewear having numerous capabilities wherein a selected portion of

the circuitry is packaged into a pager sized enclosure or other form that is

conveniently clipped onto a user's belt or elsewhere on their person.

BACKGROUND

Recently developed microdisplays can provide a large format, high

resolution color pictures and streaming video in a very small form factor. One use

for such displays is in a head mounted display (HMD) worn on the user's face or

head similar to a pair of eyeglasses or headphones. The electronics enclosed in such

devices have become extremely sophisticated including integrated fully functional

personal computer processors, packaged with wireless interfaces to provide full

smart phone functions, and other input devices such as head tracking accelerometers,

gyros, cameras, voice recognition software and other components. Indeed, HMD

products such as the Golden-i™ available from Kopin Corporation of Taunton,

Massachusetts now provide a complete "head-worn laptop" experience.



SUMMARY

While these sophisticated HMD devices provided a rich personal computing

environment, they are not without their limitations. In particular, the approach of

incorporating all of the system components in a housing that is worn on a user's

head has some drawbacks.

Some users are concerned about long-term exposure to high power radio

frequency radiation close to their head such as emitted by Bluetooth cellular, 3G and

4G, and WiFi radios.

Still other users, having grown accustomed to small Bluetooth headsets, find

the additional weight presented by peripherals such as central processing units, input

and output devices, data storage devices, radios, and other peripherals distracting

and/or tiring, straining on their head and/or neck muscles and/or otherwise

problematic.

As a solution to these difficulties, in preferred embodiments the components

of a head mounted display (HMD) system are packaged in a particular and unique

way. A first component is a headset that incorporates at least a microphone input,

speaker output, and optimally, only a few other devices, into a small housing

designed to be supported by a user's head or face. A microdisplay element is

located on a boom that is preferably removably insertable into this housing.

The optimal circuits included in this headset housing may typically be

motion, position and gesture sensing devices and wireless interfaces (i.e., Bluetooth

and/or WiFi).

Additional system components, including electronic circuits, such as a

microcomputer, one or more wired and/or higher powered wireless interfaces,

associated memory or storage devices, auxiliary device mounts and the like are

packaged in a separate second component, which may be a pager sized gateway

device having a belt clip. The belt mounted gateway device may also include

cellular radios, WiFi, Bluetooth, microprocessor, memory, batteries and other

peripheral devices and/or connections.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing will be apparent from the following more particular

description of example embodiments, as illustrated in the accompanying drawings,

in which like reference characters refer to the same parts throughout the different

views. The drawings are not necessarily to scale, emphasis instead being placed

upon illustrating embodiments.

Fig. 1A is a view showing a user wearing the HMD headset and having the

HMD gateway clipped to his belt.

Figs. IB, 1C and ID are more detailed views of various configurations of the

belt-worn gateway.

Fig. IE is a more detailed view of the headset.

Fig. 2 is another perspective view showing the headset with a camera

peripheral.

Fig. 3 is a high level functional diagram showing the HMD system and its

use as a controller for a host processor such as a personal computer.

Fig. 4 illustrates a person using using hand gestures and/or head movements

to control aspects of a presentation on the microdisplay.

Fig. 5 is an example of how voice commands may be used to display and

select menu options.

Fig. 6 illustrates a web browsing example using voice and head movement

commands.

Fig. 7 is a high level block diagram of the electronic components of the

HMD system.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

A description of example embodiments follows.

Fig. 1A shows a remote control wireless head mounted display (HMD)

system 10 (also referred to as a video eyewear system) that incorporates a high

resolution (VGA or better) microdisplay element, wireless communication, smart

phone, personal computer, and other features as described more fully below.

Audio input and output devices, including at least one or more microphone

input devices and one or more speaker output devices are included in the headset

type housing 100 that fits on the head of the user. Typically located in the headset

housing 100 are only certain additional electronic circuits only as necessary, such as

audio circuits, head motion, hand position and gesture sensors, and short range

wireless communication circuits such as lower power Bluetooth and/or WiFi

radio(s).

Forming part of the overall system is an associated HMD gateway 300. The

HMD gateway 300 is a small form factor housing of a size similar to a belt-wearable

pager. The HMD gateway 300 includes certain electronic circuits that operate with

the HMD headset housing 100 to provide a complete smart phone and/or personal

computer system. These auxiliary circuits may include a microcomputer, one or

more wired and/or wireless long range interfaces, associated memory or storage

devices, pico-projector, touch pad, display screen, joy stick or other button controls,

and/or peripheral mounting slots or connections.

The HMD headset housing 100 and HMD gateway 300 are connected to

each other, at a relatively low transmission power, a Bluetooth and/or WiFi link 105.

The transmit power need only be sufficient for such Bluetooth or WiFi signals to

travel just a few feet from a user's head to the HMD gateway 300 attached to their

belt.

Via this connection 105, headset 100 and gateway 300 operate together to

provide various functions. In one embodiment, they may operate as a stand along

personal computer. In other embodiments, they may be used as a remote display for



streaming video signals provided over another Bluetooth and/or WiFi link 150 or

other wireless interface 150 to yet another computing device such as a host device

200. The host 200 may be a laptop, cell phone, Blackberry, iPhone, Android or

other smart phone device, PC, or tablet having similar or greater computational

complexity and/or network connectivity than the HMD system 100, 30A itself.

The host 200 may be further connected to other networks, such as through a

Wide Area Network (WAN) connection 250 to the Internet. The gateway 300 and

host 200 are connected to one another through a suitable wireless connection, such

as are provided by a Bluetooth link or Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)

and/or wireless Wide Area Network (WAN) cellular 150. The HMD headset 100

maybe further connected to the belt worn gateway 300 by lower power wireless

connection to minimize SAR radiation exposure to user's head.

In other configurations, the HMD gateway 300 may itself have WLAN

and/or Wide Area Network (WAN) connectivity 250 such as 3G cellular or 4G LTE

network interface built-in. In this configuration, the HMD headset 100 and gateway

300 can function together to provide a complete, fully functional smart phone

Fig. IB is an exterior view of one embodiment of an HMD gateway 300

showing that the housing 300 may have a belt clip 390, and may incorporate one or

more input devices, such as a trackball device 380 and/or output devices such as

display 320. In other configurations, as shown in Fig. 1C, the HMD gateway 300

may include additional input devices, such as a full keypad, touch display or touch

pad 381 . The rear view of the HMD gateway 300 in Fig. ID shows that there may

be one or more slots 375 for accepting additional functionality or personality cards

370. These cards may take the form of an SD card, MD card , SIM card or added

internal printed circuit board module and may provide functionalities such as

cellular connectivity, additional memory and so forth.

In embodiments such as shown in Fig. 1C, a small display 320 in the

gateway 300 may provide simple functions such as displaying the time of day, or

may have a touch screen capability for tactile control inputs to the HMD system or

other host system 200. The display 320 on the gateway 300 may also have slightly



larger form factor, such as for displaying email messages, photo images, drawings

and/or video content.

Fig. IE shows the head mounted display (HMD) headset 100 component in

more detail. It generally includes a frame 1000, a strap 1002, a back section 1004, a

speaker 1006, cantilever or arm 1008 and microdisplay subassembly 1010. The

sides of the device include a peripheral port "hot shoe" 1020 that can provide

corresponding connections to the microdisplay 1010 or other accessories, as

explained further below, so that a user can remove or attach various components to

the HMD 100.

The arm 1008 and microdisplay 1010 are preferably assembled together as a

unit, but forming a detachable video element 150 that connects to the HMD system

10 via one of the hot shoes 1020. In this way the microdisplay arm 110 can be

placed in the left or right hot shoe to be near the user's left or right eye.

An entire HMD system 10 may thus consist of the HMD headset 100, the

video arm 110, and communication gateway device 300. In other embodiments, the

video arm 110 may be an integral part of the headset 100.

Fig. 2 is a view of the HMD head set 100 portion as worn on the head of a

user where a camera accessory 1060 has been placed in one of the ports 1020. The

camera 1060 can include both audio and video sensing and recording capability and

may for example, be in a small form factor similar to a "bullet cam". As will be

explained further below, user commands, which may be a head motion, hand or head

gesture or voice commands, are provided by the user to control the settings of or

information shown on the display 1010, settings of the camera 1060, and/or to

perform other functions. The HMD system 10 may provide other functions to other

accessories beyond the camera such as additional speakers, additional cameras, light

sources and any other electronic components that may be put into the hot shoe 1020.

The HMD system 10 may operate as a stand alone mobile PC and

communications system and/or operate as a remote control for a host device 200, as

was mentioned above in connection with Fig. 1. To that end, audio input and/or

output devices including microphone input and speaker outputs, are also included in

the HMD headset housing 100. Also included in the headset housing 100 are only



selected electronic circuits, including as will be understood shortly, one or more

wireless interfaces, and/or motion, position and/or gesture sensors. The camera

and/or motion, position and/or gesture sensors are used to track the motion of the

user's head or hands, and the microphone receives audio input signals. These

motion and audio inputs are then translated into commands to the system.

The wireless interface 150 also enables HMD system 100 to be used as a

remote control for a host computing device 200 (see Fig. 3).

As shown in Fig. 3, the HMD headset 100 includes the aforementioned

display 1010, local processor 120, and wireless interface 122. Headset 100 receives

inputs from the user such as voice input via the microphone, hand movements or

gestures via the camera or other optical sensors, and/or head movement or gesture

inputs via the head tracking circuitry. These are processed by software running on

local processor 120 or gateway 300 or host 200 into input commands. The input

commands may be specific to operation of the HMD 10 system, or may correspond

to keyboard and/or mouse commands that are used by a local processor 120 in the

HMD headset 100 itself or sent over the Bluetooth and/or WiFi interface 150 to the

gateway 300 or host 200. These translated voice, gesture, movement, position

and/or motion commands are then interpreted by destination operating

system/application software to perform various functions.

Among these commands may be to fetch and display a document. Among

other commands may be to retrieve information from the Internet and display it,

such as a web page. Still among other commands may be to select a field of view

within the virtual display and then return that selected screen to the remote device.

Thus, it should be understood that a very large format to virtual display area may be

associated with application software running on or in an operating system running

on the local processor 120 or host 200 for only a portion of that large virtual display

area within the field of view is selected by various voice commands and/or head

movements supplied to the display 1010.

Further information concerning the functions that can be performed by the

HMD 100 are explained in a co-pending U.S. Patent application entitled " Remote

Control of Host Application Using Motion and Voice Commands" dated May 5,



2010, serial number 12/774,179 , Attorney Docket Number 0717.2098-001 by the

same inventors and incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

Referring to Fig. 4, and as explained above and below in further detail, the

HMD system, including headset 100 and gateway 300 can provide hands-free,

remote control over the operations of the included personal computer, local

processor(s) and/or attached or remote peripheral devices, systems and/or networks.

The headset 100 is enabled to receive inputs as voice commands, hand or head

movements, and/or gestures. Head movements can be detected with a 3 axis to 9

axis degrees of freedom orientation sensor, GPS, digital compass (multi-axis

magnetometer). Cameras and/or motion dectectors provide hand motion, and/or

user gesture inputs.

Thus, located within HMD headset 100 are circuits including one or more

cameras (optical sensors) and/or various motion sensor(s) and/or positional sensor(s)

that are used to track the motion and/or position of the user's head, hands and/or

body in at least a first axis 511 (horizontal), but preferably also a second (vertical)

512, a third (depth) 513, a fourth (pitch) 514, a fifth (roll) 515 and a sixth (yaw) 516.

A 3 axis magnetometer (digital compass) can optionally be added to provide the

HMD headset 100 with a full 9 axis degrees of freedom positional accuracy.

In particular embodiments, the headset 100 also includes one or more

microphones for receiving audio signals to provide voice commands from the user.

These inputs are then forwarded to the local processor 1 0 and/or over the

wireless interface 105 to gateway 300 and/or further over wireless interface 250 to

host 200 for interpretation as commands and further handling.

In one example, these commands determine how to control presentation of

visual information displayed on the microdisplay 1010. For example, the user can

select a field of view 400 within a much larger area defined by a virtual display 450.

The user can typically control the position, extent (e.g., X-Y or 3D range), and/or

magnification of the field of view 400 using head movements, hand gestures or body

gestures or in other ways, such as with voice commands.

Thus, it should be understood that a very large format virtual display area

might be associated with application software or an operating system running on the



gateway 300 or host 200. However, only a portion of that large virtual display area

within the field of view 400 is returned to and actually displayed by the HMD

headset device 100.

For example, a user may initially see a center portion of the screen and may

select one of two modes with a voice command: either (a) "move cursor" mode or

(b) "pan/zoom" mode. Selecting the first of these modes with a voice command, the

user can then use hand gestures or head movements to cause the cursor to move

around within the virtual display area. However, the user may then issue another

vocal command such as "SELECT PAN", causing the screen to pan out, allow the

user to better see a different part of the virtual display area. Next, in this example,

using the hand or head movements and speaking some other "SELECT" vocal

command, the user may then further change the field of view.

Fig. 5 illustrates a specific example using the HMD system 10 to control

aspects of a visual presentation. As shown, a main menu of an application software

program such as Microsoft Word typically runs across the top or bottom of a screen.

Using a "CALL FILE MENU" voice command, the "File" sub menu can be caused

to appear as an overlay in a center 480 of the field of view 400. The user can then

select commands within the menu such as via further verbal or hand/head movement

commands. Upon selection of a command, the menu then disappears allowing a

viewing of the underlying information once again.

Fig. 6 is a another example of using a head movement and voice command to

navigate web pages using a web browser. Here the user can select a move mode and

use a head movement to position the cursor at a particular hyperlink of interest.

Using the voice command "SELECT", the selected hyperlink e.g., "About USPTO"

is then activated. The browser then moves forward to the selected web page. Thus,

using hand or head movements, the user can select from among multiple hyperlinks

displayed on a web page, and using a vocal command, then cause that hyperlink to

be selected. Other combinations of hand/head movements and vocal commands

may cause web pages to be scrolled up and down, page back or forward, or

implement other typical web browser commands.



Fig. 7 is a simplified high level block diagram of a non-limiting example of

the components of HMD system 10. The HMD system 10 includes a headset or pod

assembly 4000 that includes the aforementioned microdisplay 4010, and one or

more microphones 4020. An earpiece may incorporate one or more speakers 4030.

A lower power wireless interface 4035 may be a Bluetooth or WiFi interace. These

components are integrated into the HMD housing 100 as was shown in Fig. 1A. As

mentioned previously, the display 4010 may be in a removable subassembly or arm

1080.

The other system electronics are packaged in the gateway 300 and include an

Open Media Application Platform (OMAP) application processor 4 110, a

power/audio companion chip 4102, a display driver 4104, a 3 axis to 9 axis position

and movement head tracker 4105, GPS transceiver, digital compass (magnetometer)

a circuit board 4106 and wireless LAN/Bluetooth interface 4108. Also located in

the gateway 300 is a power source, such as a lithium ion battery 4200.

The head tracker circuitry 106 detects head movements such as lateral

movements along and rotation gestures around the X, Y and Z axes using Hall effect

sensors, MIM diodes, accelerometers, gyros, a transducers and/or other sensors

mentioned previously.

HMD system 100 may also receive inputs from external input devices such

as a wireless mouse, track ball, or keyboard that may be wirelessly connected

through the Bluetooth and/or WiFi interface 4108.

An NCS module 4400, which may reside in either the HMD headset 100 or

HMD gateway 300, processes received microphone signals to provide voice

command recognition functions, and produce audio signals to power/audio

companion chip 4102.

The OMAP processor 4 110 may include a central processing unit, and

memory such as Random Access Memory (RAM) that may include SDRAM and/or

Read Only Memory (ROM). The OMAP 4110 may be a Texas Instruments model

OMAP 3530 processor sold by Texas Instruments, Inc. and used a multimedia

processor. In this example, a TPS 65950 power/audio companion chip also



available from Texas Instruments, is used to provide audio, USB, keypad control

and battery charging functions to the system.

The WLAN/BT interface 4108 may be a model LBEE 1 8 NEC-interface

circuit, Bluetooth module available from CSR Ltd. of Cambridge, United Kingdom,

or other similar wireless interface. Interface 4108 is operated at very low power,

needing to only emit sufficient power to close a link between headset 100 and

gateway 300. Power levels may even be user selectable.

The display driver may be a model KCD-A 910 display driver available from

Kopin Corporation of Westborough, Massachusetts.

The microdisplay, also available from Kopin, can include Cyper Display

models 113LV, 152LV, 230LV, WQVGA, or other manufactures acceptable micro-

displays.

The HMD gateway 300 is therefore used to contain certain other electronic

components. Referring to Fig. 45, for example, the items in the center of the page

are packaged in the belt-worn HMD gateway 300, including the OMAP processor

4100, power/audio companion chip 4102, display driver 4104, and optional, NCS

module 4400.

As a result, the microdisplay, and head position, movement and body gesture

tracking sensors and short range, low power Bluetooth and /or WiFi interface only

are packaged in the HMD headset portion 100. High power processor 4100, and

circuits 4102, WLAN communication functionality 4108 (e.g., WiFi, WiMax, Zig

bee, 3G and 4G cellular, etc.) and certain other portions of the head position,

movement and gesture tracker portions, enhanced by advanced signal processing and

voice recognition functions are packaged only in the HMD gateway 300.

Furthermore, functionality of the display driver 4104 may be split between minimal

implementation ( 102A) in the headset 100 with the remainder (4102B) in gateway

300. Functions such as the GSM, CDMA, 3G, 4G LTE or other like long rang

wireless circuitry requiring relatively high power also are preferably only located in

the gateway 300.

Additional functionality in the gateway 300 may include additional solid

state memory, compact hard drive, memory cards, USB and many USB connectors,



broadcast TV, radio and/or closed circuit audio/video connectivity, external displays

and the like as discussed in connection with Figs. IB, 1C and ID above.

As a result of the separate packaging of components as discussed above,

rather than a need to contain all functions designed for the HMD system 100 in a

single headset form factor, functionality can be placed away from the head onto the

user's beltline. By moving as many functions as possible away from the head,

leaving only what is absolutely necessary in the headset 100 component itself, a

number of advantages are provided.

The headset 100 also generates only low power, short range Bluetooth and/or

WiFi signals requiring less battery power, and emitting potentially less harmful

radio frequency radiation, with the circuitry that generates the higher power,

potentially more harmful wireless signals to the user's belt.

The headset 100 becomes lighter weight. The heavier components, such as

the larger batteries, added memory capacity, touch screens, touch pads, pico

projector, cell phone modems and the like needed for extended, demanding

applications and long range communication are also moved to the user's beltline to

gateway 300, and off of the head.

In other embodiments, the boom containing the display is detachable from

the headset. This arrangement provides a three part subsystem consisting of the belt

mounted gateway, the detachable boom and the headset. The headset then can

include only speaker and microphone in this minimal configuration.

Thus, the user is given greater freedom in which devices are attached to his

body and only as he needs. As the user goes about their day they may, for example,

wear the Bluetooth and/or WiFi headset component 100 most of the time, waiting

for or making telephone or VoIP calls from their iPhone or other smartphone host

device 200. It is only when they wish to engage in high resolution computer use,

web browsing, and so forth, would they then attach the display boom 1008 and

gateway 300 to their belt, providing full functionality.

The teachings of all patents, published applications and references cited

herein are incorporated by reference in their entirety.



While this invention has been particularly shown and described with

references to example embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled

the art that various changes in form and details may be made therein without

departing from the scope of the invention encompassed by the appended claims.



CLAIMS

claimed is:

A head mounted display subsystem comprising:

at least two subsystem components including a head mounted

housing component having at least a microphone and speaker, and a second

component wearable housing on their body part other than the head, the

second component containing additional electronic communication circuitry.

The apparatus of claim 1 additionally comprising a boom for supporting a

video display.

The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the second component incorporates one or

more of a voice recognition, gesture recognition, display driver, or high

power wireless interface.

The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the first and second component exchange

information signals via a low power, short range wireless interface.

The apparatus of claim 4 wherein the wireless interface is selected from

Bluetooth or WiFi.

The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the second component further comprises a

cellular, 3G, 4G, LTE or other long range communication wireless interface.

The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the second component comprises a housing

having a belt clip.

The apparatus of claim 2 wherein the boom having the microdisplay is

detachable from the headset.



9. The apparatus of claim 4 wherein the power level of the low power interface

is user selectable.
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